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What would we do without love, feelings and without

little attentions from someone special? What if
Paris could offer you all this the time of a weekend? Do not wait to enjoy the most special treats we have for
you. Trust us, close your eyes and let yourself be guided…

Exhibition
Founding Myths. From Hercules to Darth Vader
The Louvre museum inaugurates the Petite Galerie in
style! This exhibition presents 70 pieces of Art designed
by different artists and civilizations in an attempt to
explain the creation of the world. Mythological heroes,
intellectuals, Japanese manga or Star Wars characters:
from where do we actually draw our inspiration from? A
fun visit to be discovered until July 4th.

You are Unique and deserve a jewel
as rare as you
And this jewel is an exceptional fragrance. In partnership
with Connivence-Paris, we organize a half day with an
expert who will guide you in the search for “your” scent.
Get to know the heart of the City of Lights, touch, feel
and discover the composition that suits you best. This
initiation will appeal to your senses. You will earn a magic
potion in a bottle containing a whirlwind of sensations:
wellness, seduction, memory, dreams, etc. A sensory
revolution awaits!

The Circus by Mandarin Oriental, Paris
Discover the new tea time at the Camélia restaurant: The Bento Circus! Enjoy a red nose made with a vanilla
Bavarian cream and a white chocolate bow tie, a corn and duck filet tartlet, a coton candy and foie gras candy.
At night, taste our new and exclusive cocktail at the Bar 8, the Circus Ring, based on Vodka Belvedere infused
with Arlequin candies, passion fruit juice, strawberry, raspberry and an espuma of cotton candy! Let the show
begin...

Valentine’s Day: A program made to measure
Sunday, February 14th is THE date to remember if you are
in love, romantic or if your “special one” convinced you
that it is not a commercial event! For that matter, we offer
three program ideas that he or she won’t forget:
 THE restaurant: Le Café de L’Homme and its
incomparable view of the illuminated Eiffel Tower
 « Alone in the World »: two glasses of Champagne and
Paris at your feet. Come aboard of the River Limousine
for a private cruise on the Seine
 THE little extra: A Mercedes S-Class with chauffeur at
your disposal who will pass by the most beautiful spots
of the City of Love

My Paris for the Kids
”Art in video games”
It is a world premiere for this
exhibition! Discover over 700 works,
drawings, watercolors, paintings of
the world of video games. You will
learn how are created landscapes,
scenarios and characters of the most
famous video games in the world. So come
to the Musée Art Ludique until March 6th!
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